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Editorial

Members:
met on 27 Feb and 7 June. A
large proportion of the time was
spent on discussing over the
coming ACCA conference hosted
by Singapore.

Our semi-annual ACCA Board meeting on 17
April 2021 was slightly different in that our two
newly-appointed Council of Elders members
were invited to join us at the initial part of our
Zoom session.
Dr. Eric Scalise emphasized that Christian
counselors need to explore on how to reach
people differently and Asia is in the cutting
edge in doing so. He thinks that ACCA can be a
model for the other continents to follow. The
Church can make a big difference given the way
the world has changed since 2020.
Dr. Yakub Susabda encouraged ACCA
members to share more their Christian
counseling experiences with one another so
that we can learn together through our
different lenses and worldviews due to our
diverse cultures in the various Asian countries.
The ACCA Exco has been meeting a little
more frequently. In the first half of 2021, we

Our Board meetings usually
last for 6 hours at a stretch. Our
Exco meeting are somewhat
shorter, lasting 4 hours. In the
early days of ACCA’s formation,
we met over two days to set in
place the many policies and
procedures. We all serve as
volunteers but the sharing and
the experience of serving
together both enrich and
encourage us to implement
what we learn at the regional
level to benefit our respective
national organizations.
For this reason, ACCA always
encourages only the key
national leaders to serve in our
Board. The other consideration
is that it is these key leaders who
are shaping the direction of
Asian Christian counseling
through the ACCA Board
policies.

AKKI (Indonesia)
PACC (Philippines)
NACC (Malaysia)
CCCC (China)
ACC (India)
ACCS (Singapore)
MCCA (Mongolia)
CCAT (Thailand)

Associate
Member:
CCAA (Australia)

Council of
Elders:
Dr. Eric Scalise
Dr. Yakub
Susabda

Asia Christian Counseling Association
B-9-9 Megan Phileo Avenue 2, Jalan Yap Kwan Seng, 50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +(6) 019-210 9780 Website: www.asiancca.org Email: info@asiancca.org
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ACCA 4th ASIAN CHRISTIAN COUNSELING VIRTUAL CONFERENCE
4th ACCA Asian Virtual Conference
Theme: Integrating Asian Christian
Counseling in Missions
Date: 9-11 Sept 2021 (Thu to Sat)
Registration Fees: USD30
Registration Link:
www.asiancca-conference2021.asia

Invitation to Consultation
ACCA wishes to invite several key Christian
counselling leaders in Asian countries where a
national Christian counselling association is
not yet existent, to attend a consultation with
us at the end of our 4th Asian conference. The
meeting will focus on how we can support
and guide you to start a national Christian
counseling association in your country. The
Consultation is scheduled for 2.00 pm to 4.00
pm (Singapore time) on 11 Sep 2021 (Sat).
If you are interested to attend, kindly drop us
a line at info@asiancca.org.

A C C A M on t h ly W e b i n a r Ser i es - W ha t’s N e x t?

Leadership in Asian Christian Counseling in the
Pandemic Era
As the Covid-19 pandemic has brought about drastic changes to every aspect of life, the objective of the
series is to utilize this uncertain time of flux as a window of opportunity for us to explore and shape the
unique direction of Christian counseling in Asia so that we are intentionally Kingdom-minded and
missional in our teaching, practice and ministry.
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In this respect, the vision and mission of ACCA is to promote and realize Christian counseling throughout
Asia not just as a clinical practice but also a ministry to the community, integrating psychology, theology,
spirituality and missions, to manifest spiritual and professional maturity in what we do.
We wish to thank many of you who have participated throughout the webinar series or followed by
watching the recordings on YouTube. Altogether, we have completed 10 sessions, details as follows:

25 Jul 2020: Webinar # 1 on Biblical Principles in Asian Christian Counseling by Dr. Edmund Ng.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuulV6VXFz4
29 Aug 2020: Webinar # 2 on Leadership in Action in Asian Christian Counseling by Dr. David Nikles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DJoIwE5mQ0&t=90s
16 Sep 2020: Webinar # 3 on Cultural Sensitivities in Asian Christian Counselor by Dr. Saji Kumar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3WAF4ll83Jk&t=28s
31 Oct 2020: Webinar # 4 on Mental Health as Mission in Asia - A Means of the Gospel through Hope and Healing
by Grace Shim. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCMmM-ra4Qs
28 Nov 2020: Webinar # 5 on Prioritizing Self-care as Asian Christian Counselors during the Pandemic Times by Dr.
Reupah Philips. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6szqRLd-P0&t=72s
30 Jan 2021: Webinar # 6 on Connecting from across the Religious and Cultural Spectrums by Prof. Fred Gingrich.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wKjGiBPC
27 Feb 2021: Webinar # 7 on Our Response to the Covid-19 Pandemic in Ethics, Practice and Resilience by Rev Sam
Kuna. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P8qGAZL2Jw
27 Mar 2021: Webinar # 8 on Shame and Honor Dynamics in the Asian Context by Jayson Georges.
No recording at the request of the speaker.
24 Apr 2021: Webinar # 9 on Addressing the Scarcity Mindset during the Covid-19 Pandemic by Joy Laverinto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2SRHJJGlWg&t=52s
29 May 2021: Webinar # 10 on Shame-informed Psychotherapy in Asian Christian Counseling by Dr. Edmund Ng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RpyDLH5Rzw&t=1450s

As the series has just ended, ACCA conducted a survey for feedback from the participants and presented
below are some of the results:
Q1. Overall, how satisfied are you with the ACCA Webinar series?

Q1 Bar Chart

Extremely satisfied : 30.30%
Very satisfied

Extremely satisfied
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Not so satisfied

: 63.64%

Somewhat satisfied: 6.06%
Not so satisfied

: 0.00%

Not at all satisfied : 0.00%

Not at all satisfied
0.00%10.00%20.00%30.00%40.00%50.00%60.00%70.00%

V
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Q2. How well does the ACCA Webinar Series cater to your interests and needs?

Q2 Bar Chart
Extremely well
Very well
Somewhat well
Not so well
Not at all well

Extremely well

: 33.33%

Very well

: 57.58%

Somewhat well : 9.09%
Not so well

: 0.00%

Not at all well

: 0.00%

0.00% 10.00%20.00%30.00%40.00%50.00%60.00%70.00%

Q3. How would you rate the overall quality of the contents and presentation?

Q3 Bar Chart
Very high quality
High quality
Neither high nor low quality
Low quality
Very low quality

Very high quality

: 42.42%

High quality

: 48.48%

Neither high nor low quality: 9.09%
Low quality

: 0.00%

Very low quality

: 0.00%

0.00%10.00%20.00%30.00%40.00%50.00%60.00%

Q4. For any one subject, how long would you prefer each online session to be?

Q4 Bar Chart
Half-hour
One hour
Two hrs on one Sat.
Two hrs each on 2 Sat.
Two hrs each on 3 Sat.

Half-hour

:

5.88%

One hour

: 47.06%

Two hrs on one Sat.

: 41.18%

Two hrs each on 2 Sat. : 2.94%

0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00%

Two hrs each on 3 Sat. : 2.94%

Q5. Are you keen if ACCA offers and you can earn a Certificate in Asian Christian Counseling when you have
accumulated the minimum credit hours of attending the webinar/lectures?

Q5 Bar Chart
Extremely keen
Very keen
Somewhat keen
Not so keen
Not at all keen
0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

Extremely keen

: 38.24%

Very keen.

: 26.47%

Somewhat keen.

: 20.59%

Not so keen.

: 14.71%

Not at all keen.

:

0.00%
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ACCA is pleased to note that 96% of the webinar participants (Q. 1) are very or extremely satisfied with
the series and 91% (Q. 2) indicated that it catered very or extremely well to their interests and needs.
Another 91% (Q. 3) rated the webinars as of high or very high quality.
In view that 85% of the participants (Q. 5) are somewhat to extremely keen to obtain an ACCA Certificate
in Asian Christian Counseling, we are considering to offer for our next season a webinar-lecture series
where participants can earn Credit Hours. For participants to accumulate the minimum Credit Hours at
certificate level, we may need to have more than one hour of teaching per session. This is not likely to be
an issue because as much as 41% of the participants (Q. 4) have indicated that they are open to attending
a two-hour session on a Saturday.
Please note that ACCA seeks to shape and promote Asian Christian counseling that is a) contextualized to
our local needs, b) integrates psychology, theology, spirituality and missions, and c) extends beyond the
clinical setting into practical ministry and missions. As such, the topics to be offered will not have the
same content as what is taught from the standard textbooks of counseling courses but tailored
specifically for application in the Asian context.

Benefits for Joining ACCA
The ACCA Executive Committee has been discussing to pin-point some tangible benefits for belonging to
ACCA and presented below is a tentative document which we are still in the process of refining:
The members of ACCA are the national Christian counseling associations of each Asian country. Christian
individuals are invited to join as members of their own national bodies. As the national bodies benefit
from the activities of ACCA, these benefits are thus passed down to the individual members of the national
bodies.

Benefits for Your Nation and You:
Solidarity, Support and Encouragement. It is pioneering work to develop a national association. ACCA is
keen to support, encourage, and build long-term relationships with those people choosing to do so. There
is power in connecting for inspiration, collaboration, and cooperation, whether in terms of leadership of
associations, and/or seeing what other Christian counselling practitioners are really doing in their respective
countries.
Bi-annual ACCA Regional Conference This offers opportunities to participate in training, share resources,
networking, fellowship and encouragement, in the area of integration of Christian faith and counselling –
including integration of psychology, theology, spirituality, and missions, at lay, pastoral and professional
levels. The ACCA vision is to empower the Asian faith community in all its depth and breadth to assist people
grow and address mental and psychological issues.
Mentoring: ACCA Member nations offer mentoring to those nations who are hoping to develop national
Christian Counselling Associations.
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Guidelines: ACCA seeks to share experiences and best practices concerning the national counselling
association’s development where helpful (for example, ethics and policy guidelines, which may be adapted
to suit national conditions).
Training and Resources: ACCA seeks to foster the development, equipping and sharing of relevant trainings
and resources specifically tailored for Asian needs through webinars, lectures, panel discussions, recorded
videos, newsletters, website resources and other means.
Prayer: Join the regular monthly prayer meeting hosted by a different nation each time, praying for national
associations, their people, growth, development, impact, and activities.

Benefits for ACCA:
Asian Region Policy Making: Nominated national representatives on the ACCA Board together shape the
future direction of Christian counseling in Asia.
Alignment and Refinement: ACCA offers a platform to review and develop our Christian counseling
approach and methodologies arising from sharing best practices and innovative strategies that respond well
to the changing environment and mindsets of the Asian people.
Shared Ministry Opportunities: From time to time, these opportunities arise across professional groups,
nations, and around the region, such as disaster recovery joint-initiatives.
Fellowship and mutual encouragement: In ACCA, we seek to spur each other towards effectively serving
the Kingdom of God both nationally and regionally in Asia, as a community of people-helpers with a common
objective for ministry and mission.

Maturing National Christian Counseling Associations in Asia
By Dr. David Nikles, ACCA Regional Coordinator
The scriptures draw Christian counselors together. We hear the common calling from the Word of
God through scriptures like the following. There are many others, and the theme of caring for
others, within and beyond the body of Christ, is a core imperative of the Word of God.
II Corinthians 1:3-4 …. God comforts us so we can comfort others… - a profound comment on making
sense of suffering is contained within this simple concept.
Isaiah 61:1-4 including Bind up broken hearted; the broken become Oaks of Righteousness, the
planting of the Lord, who are to Rebuild Restore and Renew.
Many of us are broken. Jesus mercifully saw us, reached out through His people, healing our
wounds. He doesn't just leave us, but invites us to join His team of healers, finding others who are
broken, comforting them, helping them mourn or face their challenges, and become healed and
restored. He then invites them to become His Oaks, rebuilding, restoring, renewing devastated
cities, communities, and people, for His glory.
ACCA Purpose Statement is Promoting God-Centered Bible-Based Spirit-Led Counseling
Throughout Asia; Integrating Psychology Theology Spirituality and Missions. Great purpose! But
how do we get there?
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ACCA Core Activities are to:
• Encourage the setting up and running of national Association of Christian Counselling (ACC)
in every Asian nation
• Encourage annual national conferences
• Stage a Biannual Asian Conference
• Encourage the development of national training and professional development.
Phases of Maturity
We can identify three broad phases of maturity of national CCA’s.
• Commencement
• Consolidation
• Maturity
Below are some suggested defining features of each phase, in terms of both the processes one
would observe, and the logistical practicalities that are being addressed.
Process refers to more the relational side; for example, developing relationships of trust with each
other, and praying with each other about the way ahead for your situation. As with counselling,
process or relationship always defines whether or not content can occur. Connection and
understanding are essential before viable steps may be taken effectively together. If there is
no/minimal relational team, or no trust, and thus no/poor process, the ACC will generally fall over;
this can happen.
Good process is vital and needs appropriately gifted people involved.
Content refers more to the pragmatics; what practical steps are, or are not, flowing out of your
relational process. These content issues are also important for CCA’s. They are presented as a sort
of check list below. It is unlikely you will move to the next phase of maturity without completing
the required issues for the preceding phase. If there is minimal/poor pragmatics the CCA will also
probably fail. Good pragmatics also requires suitably gifted people.
Evaluation: You as a CCA can use this table below to assess your development, where are you at,
and where do you want to be growing towards. As a leadership group, ask yourselves these
questions. You may as a team decide to review this perhaps annually or so, to assist with continued
growth and maturation.
Comment:
There will be differences between nations depending on the economic, cultural, social and political
environment, such that some steps will be more important in one nation than another and at
various phases of growth. Use this as a guide, not a prescription.Secondly, one can see that this
process involves people, most likely of differing denominations, theological and counselling
persuasions, personalities, and giftings. Some people are excellent at process, others at content,
and some at both. Another way of saying this is the need for both visional and practical people.
This is essential for a solid platform to develop, but undergirding all needs to be prayerfulness, and
open communication between people for solid outcomes.
Regarding the items below, please use as a guide and feel free to push the boundaries of what a
CCA can do together with God. Please let us know your discoveries!

Phase

Typical Process

Typical Content

Key Questions 8

Commencemen
t

Led by God.
Meeting each other.
Building Relationship.
Sharing dreams & visions
for your nation.
Prayerful consensus.
Key Issue:
Clarity on the with who,
When, where, how;
and actually what, do we
start?
Make it happen.
Follow the Spirit and take
the leap of faith.
Ongoing meeting, praying,
being with God and each
other.
Relational.
Networking.
Strengthening.
Growing.
Working through
differences.
Organizing.
Visionaries –be patient –
this phase involves lots of
logistics!

Selecting leadership team.
Forming clear common vision/purpose
(why), mission/strategy (how), and
goals/outcomes (what) statements.
Communicating with other interested
people thus raising awareness.
Both process and content-oriented people
are required to do this well.
Possibly various counselling centers
emerging.
Practical people – hang out with visionaries
at this phase to gather inspiration and find
direction together.

What are 2-3 key
challenges you face now in
commencing or developing
such an agency?

Consolidation

For Overall Reflection
1. Where are you up to right now? Identify which
phase describes your situation best, in both process
and content.
2. What are your major challenges?
3. How can you build on what you have and move
towards even greater maturity?

Maturity

With Him, and each other,
impacting many.
Effective and efficient.
Strong relationships.
Reaching out.
Together in unity.
Gaining dominion over
darkness and brokenness.
The broken are finding
healing.
Some of these are
becoming counsellors
themselves.
Isaiah 61/ II Cor 1:3-4 is
happening.

Networking with others.
Begin developing a membership (official or
as yet unofficial)
Website or other social media presence
(where safe to do so).
Logistics
• Statement of Faith
• Constitution
• Legal Registration if possible
• Finances
• Bank Accounts
• Name & Logo
• Staff
Conferences.
Training pastoral and lay counsellors.
Sharing Resources.
Counselling centers are opening and
serving the broken.
Life enrichment (family/marriage) training.
Seminars for churches/public.
Beginnings of supervision.
Accreditation.
Professional Development
• Conferences and Training
• Strengthen and diversify
• Supervision
Journal.
Tertiary Level Training.
Research.
Publications.
Missional.
Visionaries you are always needed – maybe
here even more than before. Pragmatic
people you are needed to stabilize the
work.

What are some significant
resources you have?
How could a mentor/ACCA
help?
What could be some
important next steps for
you?
Define the 2-3 main
challenges you are
currently facing now?
How could you begin or
continue to work on these?
How can your mentors
and/or ACCA help?
What do you see as next
steps towards maturity?

What are your 2-3 most
difficult challenges?
How can your mentors
/ACCA help?
What are 2-3 vital next
steps to even fuller
maturity?
How can you effectively
reach out to your society?
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Short Article:

Words Matter in Care and Counsel as Mission
By Dr. Fred Gingrich, Professor of Counseling, Denver Seminary, USA

In the early years of my counseling training
and ministry, I didn’t realize how I entered every
counseling session with a set of (unconscious)
assumptions about people, life and love. My
clients, at that time, were primarily like me with
Western, White, middle class, Christian values.
For instance, I had assumptions about the
biblical family essentially being a nuclear family,
like the one I grew up in. It is like I had a mental
grid inside my head through which I filtered my
interactions and sorted them into categories
based on my church and cultural upbringing.
Then I studied psychology and added to that grid
other categories such as emotionally immature,
cognitively
askew,
and
relationally
dysfunctional. There were many, unconscious
implied judgments in my efforts to understand
and help my clients.
Over the years, I have tried to dismantle that
grid, or least make it less rigid. Of course, aided
by social trends like post-modernism and
increased global awareness of cultural diversity,
I have managed, I hope, to become less
judgmental and categorical in my internal
responses to clients without losing my own
values rooted in a biblical worldview. That is the
challenge however. How do we hang onto our
values, our principles and guiding beliefs about
life and change even as we respect the different
beliefs of others?
“Do not judge, or you too will be judged.
For in the same way you judge others, you
will be judged, and with the measure you
use, it will be measured to you (Mt 7:1-2)

One of the tools I have used in my attempt to
be less judgmental is to examine my language –
my use of words, phrases and concepts. For
example, asking someone who is upset, “What
happened?” rather than “What is wrong?” could
betray a bias.

“What is wrong?” might be understood as “what is
wrong with you?,” which could imply that you think
there is some reason for the person’s upset-ness
related to some deficit or fault on their part. “What
happened?” acknowledges that you can see
something is amiss – the person is upset – but it
does not assume that their distress has anything to
do with them.
My point is that making assumptions about who a
client is, is probably the most significant factor in
threatening the strength of the therapeutic
relationship and limiting the effectiveness of
counseling. It is in this vein that I now turn to two sets
of questions about very important topics to most of
us who are Christians – culture and spirituality.
As you read these questions, do not react to my
particular choice of words; instead, think about
different terms that could be used within your
context and language to achieve the same goal.
Consider how the specific language and dialect used,
word choice, colloquialisms, lingo, syntax, as well as
body language, gestures and tone, can be your most
powerful tools with which to connect and promote
change. In my opinion, more than any other ministry,
counseling is about language – beyond our simple
presence (being with the other person), it is how we
connect, form relationships, deepen understanding,
and promote change. Become observers of how your
use of language can draw people in or repel them.
This set of questions addresses the language of
culture. Increasingly the global language is English
and counseling training and resources are available in
English. I long for the day when all Christian
counselors will have resources in their own language.
But for now, look at these questions through the lens
of the cultures you and your clients represent.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cross-Cultural Counseling Questions
What do you call your problem? What name
does it have?
How do others see your problem, and how
are they involved?
What do you think caused this problem?
Why do you think it started when it did?
What does your sickness do to you? How
does it work?
How severe is it? Will it last a short time or
a long time?
How is your illness understood in term of
the supernatural?
What do you fear most about your
problem?
What kind of help do you think you should
receive?
What are the most important results you
hope to receive from me?

Adapted from: Sbanotto, Gingrich & Gingrich, (2016),
p. 315, citing Kleinman, Eisenberg, and Good (1978).

Words like problem, sickness, illness, or even
struggle, or issue, are meaning loaded and
understood differently in different contexts.
How do we access our clients’ understanding of
their life circumstances, without imposing our
understanding
of
mental
illness,
psychopathology, disease, or dysfunction?
The same tendency is there with religious and
spiritual
language
(see
following
Religious/Spiritual Counseling Questions).
This set of questions uses the word “beyond.”
I do not think it matters a lot which word is used,
except for the preference I have for using the
client’s preferred expressions when referring to
the being or force they believe is beyond their
own life and experience. The fact is, increasingly
in our secularized societies, “God” is not an
adequate description, or is even a turn-off, for
some of our clients’ connection to the beyond.
Yet, we know that the beyond, God, Jesus and
the Holy Spirit in our experience, is a crucial
resource in the healing process.

Encouraging clients to access the beyond, as they
understand it, while gently leading them toward the
One we know is the true God, is how I see our
responsibility as counselors. This is what I mean when
I say Christians are to offer Care and Counseling as
Mission (Gingrich & Smith, 2014, Smith et al. 2010).
Religious/Spiritual Counseling Questions
• What do you call your relationship to what is
beyond yourself and beyond the physical world?
• What do others call it? Do others see it the same
or differently than you?
• How are other people involved in your
relationship to that which is beyond?
• How do you think the beyond is involved in your
life? How does the beyond help or hinder you?
• How is the beyond related to the good things and
bad things that happen in life?
• Does the beyond help you understand and cope
with suffering?
• Most of the time, do you primarily fear, live in
awe of, worship, love, obey, or ignore the beyond?
• Overall, how important is the beyond in yours,
your family’s, and your community’s life?

Adapted from Sbanotto, Gingrich & Gingrich (2016), p.
304.

If change, internal and external, is actually
produced and deepened by the strength and
authenticity of the counseling relationship, then
fostering and deepening the counseling relationship
is the most important factor in the change process.
For those of us whose mission is to care and counsel,
our words must be invitations, not obstacles, to those
who are different from us.
…make up your mind not to put
any stumbling block or obstacle
in the way of a brother or sister.
(Rom 14:13)
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Submission of Short Articles for ACCANews:
ACCA invites the contribution of short professional articles on Christian counselling written by Asians for
publication in ACCANews. Kindly email to president1@asiancca.org the following details:
i) Article in Word format (max. 1,000 words);
ii) Content comprises a substantial interface of psychology and theology, and not just on psychology alone;
iii) Short C.V. of the writer (max. 150 words);
iv) Author’s email address for feedback from readers.

Books by Asian Authors
Whilst acknowledging the contributions and limitations of Christian counseling knowledge and techniques from the
West, given our differing focus and contextual realities, we need to develop our own resources that are uniquely Asian.
Indeed, what will bring us together as Asian Christian counselors are our Eastern identities, common theological
persuasions, economic and environmental struggles and the urgent need for more Christian counseling resources that
embrace the sufferings and pains of Asia.
We Asians must rise up to meet our local needs! Hence, more Asian Christian counselors are encouraged to engage
in thinking and writing, especially with regards to the many portions of the Bible that contain much of folk psychology
presently left untapped by Christian counseling interpretations, to develop a deeper interface of psychology and
theology that is spiritually and culturally-sensitive, holistic, existential and transformational for professional practice,
people-helping and ministry in Asia.
ACCA invites Asian authors to list their books on Christian counseling or related subjects in our website for free
promotion. The books must contain a substantial interface of psychology and theology and not just only psychological
content.
The following information are to be submitted to president1@asiancca.org :
a) Title and synopsis of the book (max. 200 words)
b) Photo of the front cover
c) Name and CV of the author (max. 150 words)
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d) Price in USD
e) Where to order the book.
Note: You may submit as many books as you wish. However, selection of listing is solely at ACCA’s discretion.

News from Member Countries
AKKI (Indonesia)
For the last six months, AKKI continued with the Lay Counseling Ministry
Planting program. This year, we did it at GKKAI (Gereja Kebangunan
Kalam Allah Indonesia). In May 2021, AKKI conducted our first Instructor
Training. All the participants passed their assessments and were certified
as trainers. This is to prepare AKKI to become a certification body
accredited by the Indonesian government. The road ahead is not easy
but God will lead the way for us.

Photo: Some of the participants
of the AKKI Instructor Training.

PACC (Philippines)
PACC office-bearers met every Friday for prayer and once a month for
planning and evaluation. Our online counseling is on-going. We had 2
case conferences on Feb 20 and May 29 (Talk Show format) on Clients &
Family Systems Involving Sex Orientation & Gender Identity Issues with
Bryan Shen as resource person. The Mar 24 webinar is on Legal & Ethical
Issues in Christian Counseling with Dr. Irish Lopez as speaker. PACC also
conducted 3 KAMUSTAHAN (How are you?) sessions for our member
counselors, and 2 consultations for our volunteer online counselors. Joy
and Jane met every other month with the Cambodian counselors thru
Zoom on how they could formally organize their Cambodian Christian
Counselors Association.

Picture: The PACC Legal & Ethical
Issues in Christian Counseling
webinar.

NACC (Malaysia)
For the last six months, NACC continued with our online seminars
and workshops. We also had the Emmanuel Online Chat Group and
the Malaysian Christian Psychology/Counseling Students
Facebook. The Equipping Couse in Basic Counseling Skills is
ongoing. We are also reaching out to the Chinese-speaking
counselors and engaging with the Malay language counselors.
Please pray for a part-time Executive Director to join us.

Photo: A NACC online chat group.
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ACCS (Singapore)
ACCS started the year with the Executive Committee busy planning and
preparing for the 4th Asian Christian Counseling Virtual Conference. We
had our online members networking session in March 2021, focusing on
the theme of Grief and Loss which saw over 60 participants in
attendance. In April 2021, the first ACCS quarterly e-newsletter was
launched so that members can stay in touch with all that is happening
within the association. Please pray for wisdom, strength and protection
as the ACCS Executive Committee coordinates the smooth running of the
coming Conference in Sept 2021.

Photo: ACCS’s online discussion
on grief and loss.

MCCA (Mongolia)
We thank God for His faithfulness as MCCA employed our first paid
office staff since we started as a Christian Counseling Association. In
this spring, we organized four weeks of online training on Christian
counseling for lay counselors, pastors, and NGO workers. Training went
well with the 25 attendants. We are also in the process of developing a
training curriculum that MCCA can offer for counselors in the future.
The board meetings are held monthly. Regular counselling sessions are
also conducted online.

Photo: MCCA online training on
Christian counselin.

CCAT (Thailand)
CCAT provided a free “Careline” service by a group of volunteers of
Christian counselors in the month of February. On 8 March, we had the
Sukjai Network meeting co-hosted with McGilvary College of Divinity on
the topic, “Brain and Disciple Making” presented by Rev. Dr. Esther
Wakeman. We also thank God for the completion of two cohorts of 60
hours Lay Counselors training online course in March and June. The
CCAT media team has produced psycho-educational content on the
topics of “Gratitude”, “Shame” and “Emotional Struggles (Zoom Fatigue
and Languishing)” during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Picture: CCAT’s Sukjai Network
meeting on 8 Mar 2021.

